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An enduring puzzle of human life history is why women cease
reproduction midway through life. Selection can favor postreproductive survival because older females can help their offspring to
reproduce. But the kin-selected fitness gains of helping appear
insufficient to outweigh the potential benefits of continued reproduction. Why then do women cease reproduction in the first
place? Here, we suggest that early reproductive cessation in
humans is the outcome of reproductive competition between
generations, and we present a simple candidate model of how this
competition will be resolved. We show that among primates
exhibiting a postreproductive life span, humans exhibit an extraordinarily low degree of reproductive overlap between generations.
The rapid senescence of the human female reproductive system
coincides with the age at which, in natural fertility populations,
women are expected to encounter reproductive competition from
breeding females of the next generation. Several lines of evidence
suggest that in ancestral hominids, this younger generation typically comprised immigrant females. In these circumstances, relatedness asymmetries within families are predicted to give younger
females a decisive advantage in reproductive conflict with older
females. A model incorporating both the costs of reproductive
competition and the benefits of grandmothering can account for
the timing of reproductive cessation in humans and so offers an
improved understanding of the evolution of menopause.
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hereas other long-lived mammals can continue to breed
until the end of life [elephants, for instance, into their 60s
(1) and baleen whales into their 90s (2)], the mean ages at last
birth in natural-fertility, human populations cluster around 38
(3). After this age, the female reproductive system undergoes a
phase of rapid senescence, culminating in menopause (the
permanent loss of fertility) ⬇10 years later. Yet, even in hunter–
gatherer societies without access to modern medicine or technology, women who reach menopausal age can expect to live well
into their 60s (4). This disparity between reproductive and total
life span is puzzling because classical life history theory predicts
that there will be no selection for nonreproductive survival.
The ‘‘mother’’ and ‘‘grandmother’’ hypotheses suggest that
selection has favored postreproductive survival because older
women, even if they do not bear more children themselves, can
nevertheless gain inclusive fitness by helping their existing
offspring to survive and reproduce (5–7). There is, indeed,
evidence that postreproductive grandmothers can boost the
fitness of their children (8–10). But quantitative analyses [at least
those based on calculations of individual inclusive fitness rather
than maximization of population growth rate (11, 12)] suggest
that these kin-selected fitness gains are insufficient to outweigh
the potential benefits of continued reproduction (13–15). Hill
and Hurtado (13, 15), for example, use data from the Ache to
calculate the inclusive fitness payoffs of grandmothering versus
continued reproduction for older women. They conclude that
menopause cannot be favored by helping effects in this population because there are few close kin alive for an older woman
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to help and because her help has too little impact on the survival
or reproduction of these kin. Rogers (14) uses a different model
and dataset but shows a similar result, namely that the costs of
breeding and the benefits of helping must be greater than have
so far been documented to favor reproductive cessation around
the age of 50. Thus, although current hypotheses can account for
the continued survival of postreproductive females, they have
difficulty explaining why they should cease reproducing in the
first place (16).
Part of the problem is that current analyses focus solely on the
personal-fitness consequences of reproduction and compare
these with the kin-selected fitness consequences of helping
(13–15). Helping is assumed to affect the fitness of other group
members, whereas breeding is not. This approach is one-sided
because it ignores the potential social costs of reproduction. In
other cooperatively breeding vertebrates, females attempt to
monopolize reproduction and access to helpers because cobreeding with other females in the group involves costs (17–20).
In humans, reproductive competition among cobreeders is expected because groups share food to a degree unmatched among
other primates, both within and between families, and because
offspring are reliant on the investment of adult helpers (7, 21,
22). The offspring of cobreeding females will draw on the same
communal resource pool and compete for the care of helpers for
many years (23). As in other cooperative species, therefore, we
should expect human females to experience competition when
other females in the social unit reproduce. Unlike other cooperative species, the possibility of reproductive conflict in the
evolution of the human life history has to date been overlooked.
We suggest that the human fertility trajectory has been
shaped, in substantial part, by selection to minimize reproductive
competition between generations within the same social unit.
That humans are unique among primates in their low degree of
overlap between reproductive generations is clear from Fig. 1A.
For those primates recently classified as exhibiting a postreproductive life span (24) [including humans, represented by the two
hunter–gatherer societies for which the relevant demographic
information is available (15, 25)], we plot the relationship
between maximum generational overlap (calculated as the proportional overlap between the maximum life spans of mother
and daughter) and maximum reproductive overlap (calculated as
the proportional overlap between the maximum reproductive
spans of mother and daughter). Humans exhibit an extraordinarily low level of reproductive overlap, both absolutely and in
relation to their level of generational overlap. In other words,
although human mothers may survive for the majority of their
daughters’ life span, they will continue to reproduce for at most
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Figure. 1. Reproductive overlap in humans and other primates. (A) Maximum reproductive versus maximum generational overlap in 12 primate species recently
classed as exhibiting a postreproductive life span (24). Maximum generational overlap, G, is defined as (MLS ⫺ AFB)/MLS, where AFB is average age at first birth
and MLS is maximum recorded life span. Maximum reproductive overlap, R, is defined as (MRS ⫺ AFB)/MRS, where MRS is the maximum reproductive span,
calculated as maximum age at last birth (MALB) minus AFB. For species without a postreproductive life span, in which MRS ⬇ MLS, it would follow that R ⫽ 2 ⫺
(1/G). For our sample species (excluding humans), the least-squares linear regression of R on G is shown (y ⫽ ⫺0.74 ⫹ 1.78x, r2 ⫽ 0.98). This regression would predict
a MALB for humans of 70 years on the basis of generational overlap. We used MLS and MALB because these are the parameters typically reported in the literature.
For four species (chimpanzees, orangutans, Japanese macaques, and humans), published data were sufficiently detailed to calculate mean reproductive overlap,
defined as (ARS ⫺ AFB)/ARS, where ARS is the average (or mean) reproductive span (i.e., mean ALB minus AFB). (B) Pattern of overlap for these four species. For
each species, horizontal bars represent the maximum life spans of three successive generations, scaled to a standard length and offset in accordance with the
value of AFB relative to MLS, with mean reproductive spans shaded. The mean reproductive overlap values for Japanese macaques, orangutans, and chimpanzees
were 0.71, 0.52, and 0.39, respectively, compared with a mean reproductive overlap for humans of 0.00. Values (in years) and reference sources used to plot the
figure are as follows. Common chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes): MLS ⫽ 47, AFB ⫽ 14.7, MALB ⫽ 43.8 [means of Mahale/Tai/Bossou/Gombe populations (42– 44,
65– 67)]), mean ALB ⫽ 38.9 (mean of Mahale/Tai/Gombe values for females that survived to the MALB of their respective populations). Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla):
MLS ⫽ 35, AFB ⫽ 10, MALB ⫽ 30 (68, 69). Orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus): MLS ⫽ 44, AFB ⫽ 12.3, MALB ⫽ 41; mean ALB ⫽ 38 (70). Human (Homo sapiens): MLS ⫽
82.5, AFB ⫽ 19.1, MALB ⫽ 47 [Ache/!Kung mean values (15, 25)], mean ALB ⫽ 38.2 [mean for Ache/!Kung females surviving to age 50 (15, 25)]. Olive baboon
(Papio cynocephalus anubis): MLS ⫽ 27, AFB ⫽ 6, MALB ⫽ 25 (71). Japanese macaque (Macaca fuscata): MLS ⫽ 32.7, AFB ⫽ 5, MALB ⫽ 25.4 (72), mean ALB ⫽
22.5 [mean for females surviving to MALB (72)]. Barbary macaque (Macaca sylvanus): MLS ⫽ 28, AFB ⫽ 4, MALB ⫽ 23 (73). Pig-tailed macaque (Macaca
nemestrina): MLS ⫽ 28, ALB ⫽ 22, AFB ⫽ 5 (74). Rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatto): MLS ⫽ 19, MALB ⫽ 18 (69), AFB ⫽ 2.6 (75). Hanuman langur (Presbytis entellus):
MLS ⫽ 35, AFB ⫽ 4, MALB ⫽ 32 (76). Tamarins (Sanguinus spp. (2 spp.): MLS ⫽ 20, MALB ⫽ 17 (77), AFB ⫽ 2 (75). Mouse lemur (Microcebus murinus): MLS ⫽ 14,
MALB ⫽ 11 (78), AFB ⫽ 0.95 (75).

a small fraction of their daughters’ reproductive span (much
smaller than is the case for other primates). Humans stand out
because the maximum age at last birth (MALB) observed in
hunter–gatherers [47 years; mean of the Ache/!Kung data (15,
25)] is much less than the MALB predicted from the regression
(70 years). For four of these species, published data are sufficiently detailed to calculate the mean level of reproductive
overlap between generations. As shown in Fig. 1B, the mean
reproductive overlap for humans is close to zero.
At a proximate level, menopause in humans is caused by
attrition of the primordial ovarian follicle stock (26, 27). Across
species, primordial follicle stocks are evolutionarily labile and
are adjusted to life span and body weight (28). The initial oocyte
stock and rate of follicular attrition in human females are
commensurate with a longer reproductive life span: specifically,
an age at menopause of ⬇70 years (ref. 29; Fig. 2), which offers
an intriguing match with the predicted age at menopause based
on reproductive versus generational overlap in other primates
(Fig. 1 A). Around the age of 38, however, there is a marked
increase in the follicular hazard rate, so that by age 50, follicle
stocks have dropped below a minimum number required to
sustain menstrual activity (29–31). The onset of the accelerated
phase of reproductive senescence that leads to menopause
coincides with the age at which, in natural-fertility populations,
human females can first expect to encounter reproductive competition from the next generation (Fig. 1B). For comparison,
there is no indication of an increase in the rate of follicular
Cant and Johnstone

attrition late in life in chimpanzees (32), rhesus macaques (33),
or laboratory rodents (34), the other species for which such data
are available. The pattern of attrition in humans, therefore,
appears to fit quite well with our hypothesis concerning the
timing of intergenerational reproductive conflict. Information
on the schedule of attrition in other species (particularly cooperative breeders) would help to evaluate this pattern further.
Reproductive competition has led to the evolutionary separation of reproductive generations in many other cooperative
vertebrates, but in these species it is almost always the older
generation that retains breeding status and the younger generation that is reproductively suppressed (35–39). What might
account for a reversal of this pattern in humans? One answer
may lie in the unusual demography of humans and, in particular,
the pattern of sex-biased dispersal. The pattern of dispersal is
important to consider in a model of reproductive conflict
because it determines which females will compete for reproduction within groups. Unlike most mammals, in which dispersal is
male-biased (40, 41), several lines of evidence suggest that
female-biased dispersal may be ancestral to the genus Homo.
First, our closest primate relatives, chimpanzees, bonobos, and
gorillas, are unusual among primates because they exhibit
strongly female-biased dispersal and male philopatry (42–47).
Second, patterns of variation in mitochondrial DNA and the Y
chromosome are consistent with substantially greater rates of
female than male dispersal (48, 49), at least on the relevant, local
scale (50). Third, among modern human foraging societies,
PNAS 兩 April 8, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 14 兩 5333
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Fig. 2. Number of follicles in pairs of human ovaries from neonatal age to 51
years. Note the logarithmic scale on the y axis. The solid line shows a fitted
biphasic regression model (29, 30), which gives the best fit to the data
compared with a range of alternative models [including those that assume a
smooth acceleration in the rate of decline (29, 30, 79)]. This model assumes a
constant exponential rate of follicular decline from birth to ⬇38 years, after
which the exponential rate parameter approximately doubles. The threshold
minimum number of follicles required to maintain regular menstrual cycles
(assumed to be ⬇1,000) is reached at approximately age 50. Data are pooled
from four autopsy studies, denoted by different symbols. [Redrawn with
permission from ref. 29 (copyright 1992, Oxford University Press).]

female-biased transfer is considerably more common than the
reverse pattern [(51, 52) although, as in other mammals, the level
of bias is usually not absolute (52, 53)]. Taken together, this
evidence suggests that mutations affecting female reproductive
life span are likely to have arisen in a social environment in which
dispersal was female-biased.
The effect of female-biased dispersal on reproductive conflict
can be explored by using a simple model of an ancestral human
social unit (Fig. 3). We assume that males and females are
socially monogamous, but we allow for a proportion p of
offspring to be fathered by unrelated males. For simplicity, we
assume that only females disperse, although qualitatively similar
results are obtained where dispersal is merely biased toward
females [supporting information (SI) Text]. Females leave their
natal groups at maturity, pair with a male of similar age, and join
his natal social group. Consequently, when a young female first
arrives in the group, she has no other genetic relatives present.
This female can choose to breed herself and produce offspring
to whom she is related by 1/2 or to refrain from breeding and
assist the breeding attempts of the older female (i.e., the mother
of her mate), who produces offspring to whom the younger
female is unrelated. The difference in relatedness to her own
offspring versus those produced by helping is therefore 1/2. The
older female, by contrast, can choose to breed and produce
offspring of relatedness 1/2 or refrain from breeding and help to
rear grandoffspring, to whom she is related by (1 ⫺ p)/4. The
difference in relatedness to offspring produced by breeding
versus helping for the older female is therefore 1/2 ⫺ (1 ⫺ p)/4,
or (1 ⫹ p)/4, which means that as long as there is any chance that
her son fathered her putative grandchildren (i.e., p ⬍ 1), the
difference in relatedness to offspring produced by breeding
rather than helping is lower for the older female than for the
younger female. As a result, a younger female will have an
advantage in reproductive competition with older females because she is insensitive to the costs she inflicts on an older female
by breeding and because older females have more to gain by
helping. By contrast, where dispersal is male-biased [as in most
social mammals (54)], relatedness asymmetries within the group
will favor older females in reproductive conflict with their
daughters.
5334 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0711911105

Figure. 3. Relatedness asymmetry within families assuming female dispersal. Male and female symbols represent parents. A mother is related to the
offspring of an immigrant female paired to her son by (1 ⫺ p)/4, where p is the
probability of extra-pair paternity. The younger female, by contrast, is unrelated to the mother’s offspring.

A formal, game-theoretical treatment of the model yields an
evolutionarily stable solution in which the older female commits
irreversibly to zero reproduction when the younger female starts
to reproduce (see SI Text and Figs. S1–S3). This result holds even
in the absence of any kin-selected fitness benefits that older
females might gain as postreproductive helpers. Thus, the result
does not require us to assume grandmothering benefits, although
any such benefits will only strengthen the selection to cease
reproduction. Moreover, an initial shift in the female life history
to redistribute reproductive investment from later to earlier ages
is likely to augment the advantage of young females in reproductive conflict with older females, reinforcing selection for
early reproductive cessation and a separation of reproductive
generations. Given a pattern of female-biased dispersal during
the period of lengthening human life span [most likely between
the Middle and Upper Pleistocene (55)], our analysis suggests
that reproductive competition would generate stabilizing selection against the extension of the reproductive span to match
longevity. The predicted outcome is a mismatch between the
rates of reproductive and somatic senescence and the separation
of reproductive generations that we observe. The intensity of
reproductive competition and the magnitude of the benefits that
can be conferred by helping must also be important, however,
because chimpanzees and bonobos exhibit strongly femalebiased dispersal but are not unusual in their degree of reproductive overlap (Fig. 1).
How might the model be tested? A distinction can be drawn
between our general hypothesis concerning reproductive competition and our specific model based on female-biased dispersal: in particular, falsification of the model does not necessarily imply falsification of the general hypothesis. Nevertheless,
both are useful because they make testable predictions. Our
hypothesis that early reproductive cessation reflects ‘‘the ghost
of reproductive competition past’’ predicts that there will be
detectable costs to females of breeding alongside a reproductive
grandmother, similar to the documented costs of cobreeding
within generations in polygamous families (56–58). Second,
variation between individuals or populations in factors that alter
the intensity or timing of reproductive competition from the next
generation (for example, individual variation in the number and
birth order of sons versus daughters; or variation across societies
in the mean age ratio of male to female partners) is predicted to
Cant and Johnstone
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relatedness asymmetry between older and younger females that
drives our results. If p is the rate of extra-pair paternity, then
from a grandmother’s perspective, the difference in relatedness
to grandchildren through her daughters versus her sons is 1/4 ⫺
(1 ⫺ p)/4 ⫽ p/4, whereas the difference in relatedness of older
and younger females to each others’ offspring is (1 ⫺ p)/4 ⫺ 0 ⫽
(1 ⫺ p)/4. A common best estimate for p in humans is 0.1 (64),
in which case the magnitude of the relatedness asymmetry
favoring younger females in reproductive conflict with older
females is almost 10 times greater than the relatedness asymmetry favoring maternal over paternal grandmothering. This
observation explains why the relatedness asymmetry arising
from female dispersal has such a decisive effect on the resolution
of reproductive conflict in our model, and why the model’s
qualitative predictions hold when dispersal is merely biased
toward, rather than restricted to, females (see SI Text).
To conclude, we emphasize that our hypothesis should be seen
as complementary, rather than as an alternative, to the grandmother hypothesis as an explanation for the divergence of rates
of somatic and reproductive senescence. The kin-selected benefits of helping can explain postreproductive survival, but not
why women cease reproduction so early in the first place. A
model incorporating reproductive competition can help to account for this trait and for the particular timing of reproductive
cessation in human females. We suggest, therefore, that a
combined model that takes into account both the potential
inclusive fitness costs of reproduction and the inclusive fitness
benefits of helping offers an improved understanding of the
evolution of menopause.

correlate with reproductive overlap and the age at last reproduction. The female dispersal model might be tested in a number
of ways. Genetic or genealogical analyses would help to determine whether relatedness asymmetries do indeed exist within
family units of natural fertility populations. The wide variation
in dispersal systems exhibited by extant human populations could
be used to test whether reproductive spans vary with dispersal
pattern in the manner we predict. For example, in forager
societies in which dispersal has been male-biased for an extended
period (i.e., many generations), both age at last birth and the
degree of reproductive overlap are predicted to be higher than
in female-dispersing societies, and cultural proscriptions on
reproduction by grandmothers (e.g., 59–62) are expected to be
less strict in the former than the latter. The stability of the
dispersal system over time might be inferred from genetic
data (49).
The model does not imply that older nonbreeding females
should not help daughters if the dispersal system subsequently
becomes less female-biased or mothers are able to maintain kin
ties to their daughters. The variety of social systems exhibited by
modern humans illustrates the potential flexibility of behavior
compared with the physiological processes underlying the species-wide trait of rapid reproductive senescence that leads to
menopause. If women can choose to help offspring of either sex,
it may indeed pay grandmothers to direct care preferentially
toward daughters because grandchildren through sons may have
been fathered by extra-pair males. Studies showing a benefit of
maternal rather than paternal grandmothers in extant or historical populations (8, 9, 63) are not, therefore, incompatible with
our model. Indeed, in our model, the option to assist daughters
outside the family unit increases the relatedness asymmetry
favoring younger females in within-family conflict (because, in
this case, older females can help to produce grandoffspring
related by 1/4 rather than (1 ⫺ p)/4; Fig. 3). However, given that
paternity uncertainty is widely accepted as a factor favoring
maternal over paternal grandmothering, it is instructive to
compare the magnitude of this effect with the magnitude of the
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